Background {#Sec1}
==========

The common carp (*Cyprinus carpio*) is one of the most widespread freshwater teleost species in the world. It has been domesticated as an important food fish in over 100 countries worldwide with global production exceeding 3.79 million tons in 2012, according to the Food and Agriculture Organization \[[@CR1]\]. This globally important aquaculture species is used as a model in many research areas, e.g., ecology, physiology, and evolution. Significant progress has been made in common carp genetics and genome research over the last decade. The current genomic resources available for common carp include polymorphic genetic markers \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\], genetic linkage maps \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\], QTLs \[[@CR7]--[@CR10]\], cDNA microarrays \[[@CR11]\], bacterial artificial chromosome libraries \[[@CR12], [@CR13]\], and physical maps \[[@CR14]\]. Furthermore, A draft sequence of the common carp genome has been assembled \[[@CR15]\], which provides reference sequences for genomic and comparative genomic studies of all common carp strains and other Cyprinidae species. All of these resources, which are available online ([http://www.carpbase.org](http://www.carpbase.org/)), lay the foundation for future studies on the genetic mechanisms of economic traits in common carp and related species.

Growth is an economically important trait in the fish farming industry because it is directly related to fish production. An improvement in growth rate increases benefits for aquaculture companies because it decreases the raising time at farm facilities, leading to lower costs and higher harvests \[[@CR16]\]. Growth-related traits such as body weight, total length, standard length, body depth, and body thickness are quantitative traits influenced by both environmental factors and multiple genes with relatively small effects according to the infinitesimal model \[[@CR17]\]. Traditional selective breeding techniques are valuable in achieving improved fish growth \[[@CR18]\], but the genetic gain can be increased far faster with MAS \[[@CR19]\].

More recently, there has been an increasing number of studies that identify QTLs for growth-related traits in food fish species \[[@CR20]--[@CR22]\]. Most have been carried out in salmonids (e.g., Atlantic salmon \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\], rainbow trout \[[@CR25]\], and coho salmon \[[@CR26]\]), tilapia \[[@CR27]\], sea bass \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\], and turbot \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\] as well as in common carp, involving backcross \[[@CR32]\] and F~1~ \[[@CR9], [@CR33], [@CR34]\] populations. However, all of these common carp QTL studies were limited to a single segregating family and small population size (\~46--190 samples). In our previous study, through comparing the distribution and variation of QTLs in four half-sib families, we found that the major QTLs for growth-related traits were not fixed either between or among families. The study also revealed that both major and minor genes differ in their genetic performance. Therefore, we concluded that the major genes are undergoing change and remain unfixed in these families \[[@CR35]\]. Further investigation is needed to identify shared and overlapping QTLs in either populations or families to understand quantitative genetic variation.

In the present work, we conducted a genome scan for QTLs that affect body weight, total length, and body thickness in eight full-sib families containing 522 individuals from a breeding population. The objectives of this current study were: 1) to locate QTLs on linkage groups, 2) to identify which QTLs are either common or specific to all families, 3) to detect common and overlapping QTLs for the three growth-related traits, and 4) to explore the genetic architecture of growth-related traits.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Phenotypic variation {#Sec3}
--------------------

Analysis of the raw phenotypic data in the eight full-sib families revealed that all traits showed substantial levels of phenotypic variation. The average values and associated dispersion measures for BW, TL and BT are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The eight families were F234, F275, F4039, F171, F217, F373, F336 and F259, which contained 45--107 progeny. The mean value for BW, TL and BT within each family ranged from 475.9 to 722.9, from 29.8 to 36.1 and from 45.0 to 53.8, respectively. The high dispersal of means across the families resulted from the family effect caused by all of the fish being fed in the same pond. Heritabilities and correlations for the three growth-related traits are shown in Table S1 (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Moderate heritabilities were observed for the three traits, 0.23 for BW, 0.35 for SL and 0.25 for BT. Highly and significantly phenotypic correlations (0.83--0.92) and genetic correlations (0.93--0.98) were observed among the three traits.Table 1Phenotypic values of growth-related traits in the eight common carp full-sib familiesParental pairFamily nameNBody weight (g)Total length (cm)Body thickness (mm)MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD♀23 × ♂4F234107612.4159.134.03.051.15.4♀27 × ♂5F27570603.2181.634.14.749.76.9♀40 × ♂39F403970527.2204.831.24.846.96.7♀17 × ♂1F17169599.0181.333.53.649.95.1♀21 × ♂7F21765475.9186.729.84.045.06.1♀37 × ♂3F37350589.8167.533.42.848.05.9♀33 × ♂6F33646555.6165.931.93.248.15.8♀25 × ♂9F25945722.9236.136.13.953.87.1*N* number of individuals, *SD* standard deviation

QTLs for growth-related traits {#Sec4}
------------------------------

QTLs that exceeded the suggestive or significant linkage threshold are revealed in Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Tables S2--S4. We found evidence for QTLs affecting BW on 29 LGs, TL on 28 LGs, and BT on 25 LGs. Thus, QTLs affecting all traits were found on 30 of the 50 common carp chromosomes covered by the linkage maps (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 165 QTLs were detected across all traits by the whole genome scan. Out of the 165 QTLs, ten (six at genome-wide *P* \<0.01 and four at genome-wide *P* \< 0.05) and 28 (chromosome-wide *P* \< 0.01) exhibited significant evidence of linkage, while the remaining 127 exhibited a suggestive effect on the three growth-related traits at the chromosome-wide (*P* \< 0.05) level.Table 2Suggestive (*P* \< 0.05) and significant (*P* \< 0.01) QTLs from the sib-pair genome scanTraitLGPosition (cM)*F*-ratio*F*-statistic thresholdV~gQTL~ (SE)CINearest markerChromosome-wideGenome-wide0.050.010.050.01Body weight98917.6216.6131.66433.76(11.46)87--89CAFS231113810.868.4914.76421.79(10.80)0--8HLJ399118556.025.759.48408.26(8.90)36--60HLJE299**24**53**36.05**8.6715.3732.7536.01435.11(8.77)34--56HLJE51125679.758.6115.66414.14(9.09)51--74HLJ3952315810.948.0514.20417.94(9.71)0--72HLJ214933145.575.5711.19404.89(7.94)13--36HLJ2143454616.877.2613.10419.03(8.45)35--131HLJ3597Total length98928.1818.0135.8132.33(0.88)88--89CAFS231113810.528.8315.2530.46(0.83)0--8HLJ3991**24**54**25.43**8.4715.6725.3529.8130.88(0.66)34--56HLJE5113011717.5716.9331.0936.35(2.03)76--127CAFS87331659.778.0914.1330.45(0.86)0--77HLJ2149384610.6810.4517.3730.96(0.97)45--56HLJ3291**45**46**20.56**7.4113.5220.0729.0530.52(0.65)36--131HLJ3597Body thickness98917.2317.1935.011.82(0.49)76--89CAFS231113816.838.6815.571.80(0.05)0--10HLJ3991**24**56**28.91**8.5915.3926.7631.701.79(0.04)34--56HLJE51131709.658.5915.421.77(0.05)0--78HLJ38484207.196.3512.291.73(0.04)0--3CAFS1757454611.037.1512.111.73(0.04)30--131HLJ3597LG, linkage group; Position (cM) on the LG where the maximum F-statistic value was obtained; V~gQTL~, the QTL variance; SE, standard error for the QTL variance; CI, 95 % confidence interval; LGs and *F*-ratios in bold are significant at genome-wide levelTable 3Significant (*P* \< 0.01) QTLs for body weight in eight common carp families from half-sib genome scansFamilySourceLGPosition (cM)*F*-ratio*F*-statistic thresholdEstimate (SE)ABS (t)PVECINearest markerChromosome-wideGenome-wide0.050.010.050.01F234Sire45312.985.9610.26−10.60(2.94)3.6027.244--53HLJ2952F234Dam**4**53**22.40**5.398.8915.8118.11−13.49(2.85)4.7344--53HLJ2952F373Sire11514.136.3310.25−11.57(3.07)3.7642.20--49CAFS2305F373Sire186012.645.328.1411.32(3.18)3.5517.636--60HLJE299F4039Sire243410.853.926.55−13.12(3.98)3.2925.212--56HLJ3754F259Sire**24**44**40.00**5.578.9916.3723.26−25.42(4.02)6.3248.723--56HLJ3988F234Dam26339.885.888.637.78(2.47)3.1415.60--58.5CAFS2321F4039Dam**30**22**14.35**6.5410.1314.3118.6323.37(6.17)3.79356--123\--LG, linkage group; Source indicates which parent segregated for the QTL; Position (cM) on the LG where the maximum F-statistic value was obtained; ABS(t), Absolute T value; PVE is the proportion of phenotypic variation explained by the QTL estimated using both the sire and dam analyses; CI, 95 % confidence interval; LGs and *F*-ratios in bold are significant at the genome-wide levelTable 4Significant (*P* \< 0.01) QTLs for total length in eight common carp families from half-sib genome scansFamilySourceLGPosition (cM)*F*-ratio*F*-statistic thresholdEstimate (SE)ABS (t)PVECINearest markerChromosome-wideGenome-wide0.050.010.050.01F259Dam13410.796.319.79−4.86(1.47)3.29376--32HLJ3473F217Dam399.085.158.803.48(1.15)3.0123.42--51HLJ3461F234Sire4538.815.558.39−2.19(0.74)2.972710--53HLJ2952F234Dam**4**50**20.54**5.488.6314.4318.44−3.33(0.73)4.5341--53HLJ2952F4039Dam8129.345.118.14−3.48(1.14)3.0621.80--41HLJ3865F217Dam10414.005.238.49−6.18(1.65)3.7435.24--40HLJ2593F234Dam136210.645.358.551.99(0.61)3.2616.80--62HLJ2571F259Sire**24**44**33.67**5.298.9718.7832.12−5.43(0.94)5.8043.228--56HLJ3988F4039Dam302011.696.6210.15.91(1.73)3.4227.20--127\--F4039Dam371811.294.819.933.91(1.16)3.3626.28--21HLJ3542F275Dam38468.745.377.62−3.38(1.14)2.9621.20--46HLJ3291F336Dam411411.565.739.71−3.62(1.06)3.40380--22CAFS2332F336Sire43159.375.648.533.18(1.04)3.0631.45--42HLJ360F275Dam455011.757.1610.584.13(1.21)3.4328.433--131HLJ3597LG, linkage group; Source indicates which parent segregated for the QTL; Position (cM) on the LG where the maximum F-statistic value was obtained; ABS(t), Absolute T value; PVE is the proportion of phenotypic variation explained by the QTL estimated using both the sire and dam analyses; CI, 95 % confidence interval; LGs and *F*-ratios in bold are significant at the genome-wide levelTable 5Significant (*P* \< 0.01) QTLs for body thickness in eight common carp families from half-sib genome scansFamilySourceLGPosition (cM)*F*-ratioF-statistic thresholdEstimate (SE)ABS (t)PVECINearest markerChromosome-wideGenome-wide0.050.010.050.01F234Dam45214.335.569.31−0.75(0.19)3.7822.440--53HLJ2952F336Dam9489.245.468.06−1.51(0.49)3.043113--89CAFS1291F373Sire13010.666.5110.64−3.51(1.07)3.27330--60HLJ2650F234Dam1308.825.677.570.48(0.16)2.9713.80--62HLJ2650F234Sire22179.524.937.67−0.73(0.23)3.0914.80--59HLJ2491F234Dam22179.525.038.38−0.73(0.23)3.090--58HLJ2491F259Sire**24**40**28.06**5.729.7518.9125.98−1.56(0.29)5.2938.624--56HLJ3988F4039Sire245614.014.477.96−0.85(0.22)3.7432.22--56HLJE511F4039Dam302215.266.2410.281.38(0.35)3.9134.67--127\--F336Dam411611.315.919.07−0.99(0.29)3.3637.20--24CAFS2332LG, linkage group; Source indicates which parent segregated for the QTL; Position (cM) on the LG where the maximum F-statistic value was obtained; ABS(t), Absolute T value; PVE is the proportion of phenotypic variation explained by the QTL estimated using both the sire and dam analyses; CI, 95 % confidence interval; LG and *F*-ratio in bold is significant at the genome-wide levelFig. 1Comparison of QTLs detected among the 30 chromosomes in the eight common carp families. S and D represent the QTL based on sire- and dam half-sib analysis, respectively; combined indicates the QTL based on sib-pair analysis

For BW, the sib-pair analysis using shared markers among all eight families, identified two significant QTLs on LG24 and LG45, and six LGs containing suggestive QTLs for this trait (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). A single QTL, on LG24 at 53 cM reached the genome-wide (*P* \< 0.01) significance threshold. Additionally, the half-sib analysis revealed eight significant QTLs on six LGs (4, 11, 18, 24, 26, and 30), whereas 42 suggestive QTLs were detected on 29 LGs (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). Three out of the eight significant QTLs surpassed the genome-wide significance threshold; of these, two QTLs at the genome-wide (*P* \< 0.01) level located on LG4 in F234 segregated from the dam and LG24 in F259 segregated from the sire, and one QTL located on LG30 in F4039 that segregated from the dam reached the genome-wide (*P* \< 0.05) significance threshold, accounting for 27.2--48.7 % of PVE. Seven QTLs were found to segregate from both sire- and dam-based analysis, these were located on LG1, LG4, and LG22 in F234, LG24, and LG30 in F4039, LG18 in F373, and LG6 in F259. The QTL found on LG30 was common to F336, F259, and F4039, and although they were located close together on the chromosome, the QTL in F336 and F259 segregated from the dam, whereas it segregated from both parents in F4039. The QTL on LG45 was common to F275, F217, and F373, and although they were positioned close together in the LG, the QTL in F217 and F373 segregated from the sire, whereas it segregated from the dam in F275.

Sib-pair QTL analysis for TL based on shared markers for all families identified significant QTLs (genome-wide *P* \< 0.05) on two LGs (24 and 45) and suggestive QTLs (chromosome-wide *P* \< 0.05) on five LGs (9, 13, 30, 31, and 38) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The half-sib analysis detected 13 LGs (1, 3, 4, 8, 10, 13, 24, 30, 37, 38, 41, 43, and 45) containing 14 significant and 37 suggestive QTLs in 23 LGs (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). Most of the significant QTLs were detected in only one of the families. Two significant QTLs, on LG4 in F234 that segregated from the dam and LG24 in F259 segregated from the sire reached the genome-wide (*P* \< 0.01) level of significance, accounting for 27 % and 43.2 % of PVE, respectively. The QTL on LG45 was detected in four families (F275, F336, F373, and F4039), but only one of them that segregated from the dam in F275 was significant (chromosome-wide *P* \< 0.01) and contributed 28.4 % of PVE. The QTL on LG1 was common to F234, F259, and F275, and although they were close to 37 cM on the LG, the QTL segregated from the dam in F259 and from the sire in F275, whereas it segregated from both parents in F234. Three families (F259, F336, and F4039) had QTLs segregating from the dam on LG30, and although they were close together on the chromosome, only one significant QTL (chromosome-wide *P* \< 0.01) was found in F4039.

For BT, the sib-pair analysis identified significant QTLs on two LGs (13 and 24) and suggestive QTLs on four LGs (9, 31, 42, and 45) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Only the QTL found on LG24 reached the genome-wide significance threshold (*P* \< 0.05). This QTL was not only located on the same position at 54 cM on LG24, but also reached a genome-wide level of significance (*P* \< 0.05) in all three traits (BW, TL, and BT). In the half-sib analysis, a total of 43 QTLs dispersed over 25 LGs were associated with BT, and from these, ten QTLs in 7 LGs (4, 9, 13, 22, 24, 30, and 44) were significant (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}) and 33 suggestive QTLs were found on 23 LGs (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S4). Only one QTL found on LG24 reached the genome-wide significance threshold (*P* \< 0.01), and contributed 38.6 % of PVE. At two locations, a significant QTL was found at the same position: 17 cM on LG22 in F234 and 0 cM on LG13 in families F373 and F234. The PVE by the individual QTL varied from 13.8 to 33 %. QTLs segregating from the dams in F259, F336, and F4039 were detected at similar positions on LG30, but only one of them reached the chromosome-wide level of significance (*P* \< 0.01) and accounted for 34.6 % of PVE in F4039. The QTL on LG45 was common to F217, F259, and F275, and all of them were suggestive, the QTL in F217 and F259 segregated from the sire whereas it segregated from both parents in F275. QTLs segregating from the sires in F217 and F259 were detected at similar positions on LG25.

Comparison of growth-related trait QTLs {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

Although most QTLs were either detected in just one family or at different positions on the map, 36 (24.5 %) QTLs common to all families were observed in the half-sib analysis (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For a single trait, one QTL common to four families, nine common to three families and 26 common to two families were identified. However, no QTL was common to more than five families. The QTL for TL located on LG45 was common to four families (F275, F336, F373, and F4039); it segregated from the dam in F275 and from the sire in F336, F373 and F4039. Similarly, the QTL for BW on LG45 was detected in three families (F275, F217, and F373) and segregated from the dam in F275 and from the sire in F217 and F373. The QTL for TL on LG45 was detected in two families (F275 and F217); it also segregated from the dam in F275 and from the sire in F217. However, five QTLs were located close to 50 cM and four QTLs harbored near120 cM on LG45 (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, we found many QTLs (16 QTLs for BW, 14 QTLs for TL and 13 QTLs for BT) that were detected only in one family. There might be many reasons for the presence of family-specific QTLs, including family-specific marker regression coefficients \[[@CR36]\], fixation of both the QTL and markers in some families, and the linkage phase between marker and QTL alleles might vary between families.Fig. 2*F*-distributions for QTLs on common carp LG45 affecting body weight, total length and body thickness. The *F*-distributions for the half-sib analyses are plotted against the primary y-axis, and the *F*-distribution for the sib-pair analysis is plotted against the secondary y-axis. The x-axis indicates the relative positions of the markers on the linkage map (cM). F217, F373, F275, F336, and F4039 are the family names, S and D represent sire- and dam-based half-sib analysis. sp indicates sib-pair analysis

As shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, the different traits have sharing QTLs in multiple families. Approximately two LGs (3 and 45) with overlapping QTL regions associated with all traits across five families were identified; four LGs (1, 24, 25, and 30) with common QTL regions related to all traits were identified in three families; five LGs (4, 16, 18, 39, and 42) with common QTLs affecting all traits in two families; and 11 LGs with common QTLs affecting all traits in a single family. For example, QTLs influencing all traits in F373 were detected at similar positions on LG18, which segregated from the sire for BT and from both parents for BW and TL. Additionally, another QTL for BW also was found to have common regions on LG18 that segregated from the dam in F234. The QTL associated with all traits had common regions on LG1, which segregated from both parents in F234, from the sire in F275, and from the dam in F259.

Candidate gene markers for growth-related traits {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------

The sequences of 57 loci that appeared next to QTL peaks were BLAST searched against the common carp genome sequences. The results presented that all of the sequences had significant hits on the common carp genome. Further analysis indicated that 20 sequences had very high similarity to common carp annotation genes (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Tables S2--4). One gene (*farsb*) was associated with growth, three with lipid metabolism (*apobl*, *adiporla*, and *lpcat1*), three with muscle development (*mybcp2a*, *mbn12*, and *foxk2*), and five with ionic transport and physiology (*pcdh2ac*, *clcn3*, *vps13b*, *stim1a*, and *casq2*).

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

Methodological comparison {#Sec8}
-------------------------

In our study, the datasets were analyzed by two different methods. First, analyses were performed using a sib-pair model to make use of the full-sib pedigree structure and the genotypes of the parents. Second, we carried out half-sib analyses to identify segregating alleles in sires and dams with a QTL. This two-stage analytical method was used by Gutierrez et al. in their QTL investigation in Atlantic salmon \[[@CR23]\]. Together with the data from the eight families into one analysis and each family analysis separately, we can determine which family has a specific QTL. In the sib-pair analysis, the QTL affecting all three traits on LG24 was highly significant, exceeding the 0.01 and 0.05 significance thresholds at the genome-wide level. In comparison, the half-sib analysis detected the same QTL on LG24, which influences all traits shared by three families (F234, F259, and F4039), evidence for this QTL also reached the 0.01 genome-wide significance level in F259 based on sire analysis, and surpassed either 0.01 or 0.05 chromosome-wide significance level in F234, F259, and F4039 based on sire and dam analysis. Similarly, the QTL affecting standard length (SL) identified on LG45 was detected in both the sib-pair and half-sib analyses, exceeding the 0.01 genome-wide threshold in the sib-pair analysis, 0.01 chromosome-wide threshold in F275 based on dam half-sib analysis, and 0.05 chromosome-wide in F336, F373, and F4039 based on sire half-sib analysis. Therefore, there was a better consistency between the sib-pair and half-sib analyses in their ability to identify and position this QTL.

Relationships between the QTLs identified in this study and those in the literature {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Growth-related traits (e.g., body weight and length) constitute the main purpose of genetic breeding projects in aquaculture. Earlier studies on common carp have confirmed a heritable basis in these traits \[[@CR37]\], and some QTLs affecting growth-related traits have been reported \[[@CR32]--[@CR35], [@CR38], [@CR39]\]. For example, Laghari et al. \[[@CR32]\] performed analysis looking for BW, TL, and condition factor (K) based on a backcross common carp family, they detected 12 QTLs associated with BW and TL on ten LGs. Laghari et al. \[[@CR33]\] based their BW QTL analysis on phenotypic data obtained from 3-month points ranging from 10 to 12 months of culture, and they detected seven QTLs on three LGs. Zhang et al. \[[@CR34]\] described the identification of SL QTLs using an F~1~ common carp family, they located four QTLs affecting SL on four LGs. However, previous QTL studies related to growth traits in common carp have generally been conducted on a single population. The ability to detect QTLs is often limited, because only the QTLs that segregate in either one or both parents can be detected \[[@CR40]\]. The QTLs identified may not be representative of the genetic architecture of common carp growth. Therefore, the QTLs detected should be validated in other common carp families before they are used in genetic breeding. Comparing our QTL results with previously detected QTLs in populations with different genetic backgrounds, the QTL on LG22 reached 0.01 chromosome-wide significance for BT, which segregated from both parents in F234, this is similar to the QTL affecting SL found in a full-sib family \[[@CR38]\]. Another significant QTL (chromosome-wide *P* \< 0.01) for TL on LG13 in F234, also had an overlapping QTL region with that associated with SL reported by Zheng et al. \[[@CR38]\]. Additionally, one QTL for BW on LG30 in F259 was identified as having a shared region with the QTL for body height (qBH30) on this chromosome in an F~1~ population \[[@CR39]\]. Other than these examples, there are no other reports of overlap in the literature on QTL mapping for common carp growth traits.

Comparison of growth-related trait QTLs {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------

Overlapping QTL regions affecting all traits were detected on 22 LGs, for example, one region on LG3, a chromosomal region was associated with three traits among five families. Overlapping QTL regions suggest the possibility that common genetic factors govern all growth traits, which is similar to the results of other researches, e.g., turbot *Scophthalmus maximus* (growth-related QTL) \[[@CR30]\]. Overlapping QTL regions among multiple traits were found on nine LGs (1, 2, 5, 6, 12, 13, and 15--17). All traits were strongly correlated (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1), further suggesting that they may be controlled by some of the common genes. While this might be caused by the wide confidence intervals for the QTL regions detected, it is also possible that this could indicate either tight QTL linkage or pleiotropic effects on growth trait variation. For example, the significant QTL on LG24 close to marker HLJ3988, affecting all three traits, is controlled by the common gene *casq2* (*calsequestrin* 2). In some chromosome segments, QTLs identified for single traits did not overlap with QTLs for other traits, e.g., QTL for TL on LG15 and QTL for BW on LG27, suggesting that these chromosome segments contain genes that may be specifically responsible for a single trait.

The advantages of mapping QTLs in multiple families {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------------

A major limitation of QTL analysis in biparental populations is that the estimated effects are specific to that population and QTL results are often not suitable for other populations, thus restricting their use for MAS projects \[[@CR41]\]. Therefore, mapping QTLs based on multiple segregating families allows us to identify more QTL locations, which should also allow more powerful ability to estimate the QTL effects across populations. In this study, the analysis of eight different mapping families identified more QTLs than in a single population, showed more alleles, and locate a more precise position of the QTLs that were shared by several families. Comparison of the QTL mapping results across all families showed that one QTL was common to four families, nine were detected in three families, and 26 were found in two families. The common QTLs that exist among multiple families are not only more valuable in MAS, but also probable represent relatively stable gene sites over long terms of species evolution \[[@CR42]\]. Except for the seven common QTLs, most common QTL intervals represent existing genes, which is similar to the 60 % common QTL regions involving genes that were found in four common carp families \[[@CR35]\]. Therefore, the authors believe that the genes that regulate traits in QTL regions are probably the basis of shared QTLs in different families. Common QTLs also showed variable phenotypic effect in terms of PVE in different families. As is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the PVE explained by common QTLs varied. For examples, the QTL for TL on LG45 accounted for approximately 30, 20, 8.2--9.1 % of PVE in F336, F373 and F4039, and F217, F234, and F259, respectively, but less than 5 % in F171 and F275. However, only the QTL in F336, F373, and F4039 reached the significance level. The QTL for BW on LG24 contributed a high percentage, 48.7 % of the PVE in F259 and 25.2 % of PVE in F4039; however, it accounted for less than 5 % in the other six families. This might be because of the relevant loci in QTL intervals have different heterozygous states in different families, which can also be interpreted as polymorphisms at different markers in the same region contributing to genetic variation in different families. Therefore, to enhance the efficiency of MAS, it is necessary to detect QTLs that are effective across different genetic backgrounds.Fig. 3Hereditary effects on the variation of QTLs based on sire-based analysis in eight families. Abscissa indicates eight families' name, the ordinate represents phenotypic variance explained (PVE) of QTLs. BW, body weight; TL, total length; BT, body thickness

Positional candidate genes {#Sec12}
--------------------------

By BLAST searching QTL loci sequences, we identified 20 markers with related genes and relevant function annotations. The functions of these genes are mainly involved in energy storage, protein synthesis, protein activity regulation, cellular components, cell differentiation, ion transport, and signal transduction, there were also some unknown functional genes. Interestingly, a particular case is that of the QTL that affects both BW and SL located on LG9 close to the gene-related marker HLJ3833, this marker is located near the *farsb* gene (*phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase, beta subunit*), which is a candidate gene for weaning weight in Canchim beef cattle \[[@CR43]\] as well as affecting feed efficiency in chickens \[[@CR44]\]. The QTL associated with SL located on LG3 close to HLJ2461, which is located near *clcn3* (*chloride channel* 3), is also a candidate gene for body size in the ninespine stickleback (*Pungitius pungitius* L.) \[[@CR45]\]. We expect that focusing on these markers that are related to traits of interest will be fruitful in investigating genes. This is because the identification of QTLs influencing different traits could increase the efficiency of MAS and enhance genetic progress.

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

In summary, we have identified 38 significant (*P* \< 0.01) and 127 suggestive (*P* \< 0.05) QTLs associated with three growth traits by analyzing eight full-sib families from a breeding population. The abundant putative QTLs provide a broad view of the genetic structure of growth traits in common carp. Some of the QTLs were identified on similar chromosome segments, suggesting a role for pleiotropy and/or tight linkage in explaining the genetic basis of growth trait variation. In general, our studies lay the foundations for future comparative QTL mapping for growth-related traits and provide deeper insights into understanding and using quantitative genetic variation in common carp.

Methods {#Sec14}
=======

Fish and phenotypic measurements {#Sec15}
--------------------------------

The mapping population comprising eight full-sib families was used for QTL analysis of flesh fat content trait in common carp \[[@CR7]\]. Briefly, the progeny came from 60 parents (40 female and 20 male) spawned in 2009 as part of the common carp breeding population, in Songpu Aquaculture Experimental Station, Heilongjiang River Fisheries Research Institute. Thirty full-sib families were constructed by crossing mature brooders with good performance, indicating high allelic diversity and genetic differences. After 50 days post hatching in a hatchery tank, \~2000 fish fry were randomly selected to feed in one pond for 2 years, we identified the genetic diversity and paternity relationships among 30 families containing 991 individuals using 25 microsatellite markers. The population consisting of 522 individuals, comprising eight full-sib families ranging from 45 to 107 progeny, was euthanized to determine the muscle fat content and record the growth-related traits. BW (g), TL (cm), and BT (mm) were measured in 522 progeny according to Part 3: measurement of characters of inspection of germplasm for cultured fishes reference standard (GB/T 18654.3-2008).

Trait correlations and heritabilities {#Sec16}
-------------------------------------

Preliminary statistical analysis of data were completed in SPSS 13.0, and variance-covariance components were calculated using ASReml 3.0 \[[@CR46]\]. The genetic parameters of the three traits were estimated using a multiple-trait animal model:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$ {\mathrm{Y}}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{j}} = {\upmu}_{\mathrm{i}} + {\mathrm{a}}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{j}} + {\mathrm{e}}_{\mathrm{i}\mathrm{j}} $$\end{document}$$where i represents the traits, Y~ij~ is the observation of trait i for animal j, μ~i~ is the mean value for trait i, а~ij~ is the random effect of trait i for animal j and e~ij~ is the random residual error for trait i for animal j.

Heritabilities (h^2^ = V~A~/V~P~) were calculated using ASReml single-trait analyses, where h^2^ is the estimated heritability, V~A~ is the additive genetic variance, and V~P~ the total phenotypic variance of the trait. Genetic correlations were calculated between the traits using ASReml bivariate analysis.

Genotype data and linkage map {#Sec17}
-----------------------------

All individuals were genotyped using 250 microsatellite loci across regions of varying length on 50 LGs according to the common carp consensus linkage map \[[@CR5]\]. The marker data and linkage map used in the study were described in Kuang et al. \[[@CR7]\]. The genotype data of 233 markers, which fell into 50 common carp autosomes, were available after removal of monomorphic and unlink from a total of 250 markers. The average linkage map was used, which spanned a length of 3131.5 cM and the marker spacing per LG ranged from 6.1 to 25.8 cM with an average of 16.8 cM. Most of the LGs were moderately informative with an average information content range of 0.30--0.85. The average information content at the genome level was 0.63 \[[@CR7]\].

QTL mapping {#Sec18}
-----------

The QTL analysis were performed using regression techniques \[[@CR47]\] implemented by the online software package GridQTL \[[@CR48]\]. GridQTL is a portlet environment (available at <http://www.gridqtl.org.uk/>) that permits the analysis of computationally intensive datasets.

The QTL analysis was carried out using two mapping strategies. First, the analysis was conducted using a sib-pair (SP) model, which used a variance method to analyze linkage, based on alleles that are identical-by-descent (IBD). Considering the full-sib pedigree information and the absence of genotypes on the parents, the default regression method for QTL linkage analysis was applied \[[@CR49]\]. Across-family analyses were carried out for each trait and each LG to test for evidence of QTL segregation in all families for which information was available. A trait showing evidence for a single QTL was tested for the presence of two or more QTLs by fitting a two QTL model, which was followed by within-family analyses to identify specific families segregating for putative QTLs.

Second, the half-sib (HS) model for QTL-mapping analysis was carried out, which takes advantage of the disparity in female and male recombination rates (female:male ratio was 4.2:1) in common carp \[[@CR5]\]. By using one parent at a time, we identified the parent that was segregating for the alleles defining the QTL. To test whether or not the QTLs were segregating in the eight full-sib families, a two-stage linear regression approach was applied separately for male and female parents \[[@CR50]\]. The QTL mapping method was according to Houston et al. \[[@CR51]\]; in their QTL detection of Atlantic salmon, there was a similar disparity between the male and female recombination ratio. Briefly, the detection of QTLs in the initial genome scan was founded on the sire-based analysis because the low recombination rate gives greater power to detect QTLs using low resolution with few markers per LG \[[@CR52]\]. Dam-based analyses were subsequently conducted for the LGs that showed evidence of QTL segregation in the male map, because the larger female map had a greater resolving capacity to locate putative QTLs.

*F*-statistics were generated at 1-cM intervals along each LG to identify the most likely QTL position. Significance thresholds were determined by a permutation test \[[@CR53]\], with 10,000 iterations performed to obtain a *P* \< 0.05 and *P* \< 0.01 chromosome-wide significance levels. The genome-wide thresholds were calculated by first obtaining a Bonferroni corrected *P-*value at the 0.05 and 0.01 significance level (given the 50 independent linkage groups in common carp, adjusted *P*-value = 0.05/50 and 0.01/50) and then obtaining the genome-wide *F*-ratio threshold at this adjusted *P*-value, using 10,000 permutations \[[@CR50]\]. *F*-ratio values of *P* \< 0.01 were considered significant QTLs, whereas those in which 0.01 \< *P* \< 0.05 were considered suggestive QTLs. The chromosomes that contained significant QTLs were tested for their significance at a genome-wide level of *P* \< 0.05. The 95 % confidence intervals were estimated using bootstrap analyses with 10,000 iterations \[[@CR54]\]. On each LG, regions were defined based on the occurrence of QTLs.

The percentage of the phenotypic variance explained (PVE) was calculated according to Knott et al.'s method \[[@CR47]\]. In the sire- or dam-based analysis, the formula is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{P}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{E} = 4\left[1\hbox{-} \left({\mathrm{MSE}}_{\mathrm{full}}/{\mathrm{MSE}}_{\mathrm{reduced}}\right)\right], $$\end{document}$$where MSE~full~ and MSE~reduced~ are the mean squared error of the full model and mean squared error of the reduced model (parameters fixed), respectively. Accordingly, the PVE was calculated from the combined sire- and dam-based analysis according to the formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{P}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{E} = 2\ \left(\left[1\hbox{-} {\left({\mathrm{MSE}}_{\mathrm{full}}/{\mathrm{MSE}}_{\mathrm{reduced}}\right)}^{\mathrm{Sire}}\right] + \left[1\hbox{-} {\left({\mathrm{MSE}}_{\mathrm{full}}/{\mathrm{MSE}}_{\mathrm{reduced}}\right)}^{\mathrm{Dam}}\right]\right). $$\end{document}$$

Absolute t-value \>2 for the test contrasting the effect of alternative alleles within each parent were used to identify putative heterozygous parents for the QTLs.

Candidate genes {#Sec19}
---------------

To identify candidate genes associated with growth-related traits, we took advantage of the currently available information from the common carp genome sequencing project \[[@CR15]\], which is publicly available at the Common Carp Genome Base ([www.carpbase.org](http://www.carpbase.org/)).

Availability of data and materials {#Sec20}
==================================

All marker sequences have been deposited in the NCBI database, the GenBank accession number of the sequences were shown in Zhang et al. \[[@CR5]\]. The linkage maps used in the study were described in Kuang et al. \[[@CR7]\]. QTL data are available within the manuscript and its additional files.
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===============

Additional file 1: Table S1.Phenotypic correlations between growth-related traits in eight common. Table S2. List of suggestive (*P* \< 0.05) and significant (*P* \< 0.01) QTLs for body weight (BW) in eight common carp families based on half-sib analysis. Table S3. List of suggestive (*P* \< 0.05) and significant (*P* \< 0.01) QTLs for total length (TL) in eight common carp families based on half-sib analysis. Table S4. List of suggestive (*P* \< 0.05) and significant (*P* \< 0.01) QTLs for body thickness (BT) in eight common carp families based on half-sib analysis. (DOCX 123 kb)
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